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ABSTRACT
The formalism relevmt to deep inelastic processes in borh non-relativistic
relativistic systems is reviewed with an emphasis on scaling and ils violtitions.
the former case we show how a systematic expansion

and
In

in 1/qz (q being the mo-

mentum transfer) can be derived which delineates the incoherent scattering from
bound state and potential corrections.
non-relativistic

formalism corresponds

We demonstrate

Faw this exact many-body

to the light- cone operator product expan-

sion in quantum field theory. As examples, scaling in liquids, nuclei and nucleons
is discussed with emphasis on the EMC effect, shadowing and the rcliitionship to
the photo t~bsorpticn limit.

I

INTRODUCTION

An elementary

argument based on the uncertainty

Ihm high momentum

principle clearly demonstrates

trwwfcr processes am .scnsitive to physics on the light cone:

just simply ttiking qz -+ w probes the region Z2

* O, Since QCD is itsymp-

to~ictilly free (i,c. its effective coupling c(mstitnt becomes viulishingly Smiill when
q2

* cm), things simplify considerably

nulvely, A a justifiable irpproximation.
Icd m the cstahtishment

in this regime: perturbation

Indeed, it WIISprecisely this property th:u

of QCD as thg theory of the stron~ mtcr:wti(ms.

[i~(lliif, M will he rcvic wed below, its prediction of logarithmic
which tcchnic:llly relied on the beh;ivi(mr (}tpl(xlucts of
currents
justi!icd not tmly the use of the
;IIId

glU(UI

piirt(ln

In p:w-

vi(d:lti(ms of c~ii~t

sc;lling in deep lllc]ii$tl~ ]epton Sc:mering Wii$ it striking smxcss.

[h~ qiliirk

theory, itt Ic:mt

The ;Irgunwnrs,

nciir the light u(mc,

model hut the identification of pm-tons with

I“l,ildiimcntiil dcgrccs of frced(ml. It wii~ tlilt~lriil to try to cxtcrd

such ilrg[i[t]cllts to other hi~h MOMCIIIUIII
pr(xcsscs, such us form f:wtors, Icpt(m p:~ir

production, wide-angle scattering, and heavy quark decays. However, although [he
light cone certainly plays an irnponant (and possibly even a dominant) tfde in all of
these processes lhe application of perturbation theory alone to descritx them is generally impossible to justify. The point is that in deep inelastic scattering it is possible
[o make a clean separation of the infrared (i.e. the non-perturbative) from [he ultravio]et(the perturbtitive). In almost all mher processes such a separation is generally not possible even in the extreme ultra- violet limit. Typically non-pcrwrhative
physics creeps in. Indeed one of the major challenges in QCD physics is to un&rsumd how m bmft non-pcrturbative

infrared or bound state effecrs onto perturbative

ones controlled by light-cone physics.
P~rticle and nuclear physics are &ginning

~.ocome mgether in [his endcavour

al[hough their emphases huve in the piist been quite diffmcnt. The emphasis in particle physics was origimdly m try to substantiate QCD as the theory of [he strong
interdictions’ 1]. Huving done so (at Ietist to the satisfiiction of most physicists) the
emphasis shifted to using it as a prdx of new physics (i.e. new interactions beyond
[he standard model or new panicles such as the top quark). This meant tir,derstanding phenomena such tis jet structure, multiparticle production, decay prwes.scs and
so on[21. This hus been wxmmplisheci almost entirely within the context of pctlurburion theory (and, by implication, physics on the light cone). Phen(~tnenologically,”
this hits proven m be successful in spite of the fact that non-perturlmtive

effects

ought to pl~y sorer role.
[ronically, even though all particle physicists may believe that QCD is & them-y,
nevertheless,

it is worth remembering

that the self-interaction

of the gluons (imd,

subsequently the presumed cxistencc of d glucball state) h~s yet to be cxpctimermdly
subsutmitited!

Non-pctturbtttive

physics, i.e, physics uway from the light cone, htis

by and Iilrgc bccomc the province of Lutice QcD though important wwdytic eff(mts
hiive been rnide.

The tmtjor etfort thus FM has hecn in trying to understand

the

h;dronic s~ctrti.
(Jlltil rcliitively

reccn!ly nuclctir physics worked almost exclusively

con[cxt of meson iltld nucleon dcgttes

of freedom.

within the

t lowcvcr us energies have in-

(.’rr;lscd m.i the rcnlizatiort that Q(X) is here to st:iy hns ~~stillli~c(.t, [hc cmphnsi:;
Il:ls begun to shift m [he qucsti(m of the rfilc of’qutirks ;md gluons inside the ml ~-leus. 1Icrc the fundnmcnt:d questions revolve

ilrt)tid

how Ihe description ot I(JW

uncrgy phcnomcmt dcscribcd in tcnns of mcsims :md nuclcons evolves into
:Hd

gluons us the encr~y s~ille

istcwc

i~ll{l

cxperilncntiil

i[~~~i~ses.

signal ~}th

wvnc o! the sc=ri(mspr(hlcms

(~tlitrks

A ccntml qucslion for ?xtinlplc is thr cx -

(Iiiiirk-gl[io[]

pliisniti,

III

cotning t[) grips wi[h

rmscd by gt)ing to higher cncrgics

~ol~sid:riihlc

w{wk

ius focused on phenomenologica]

descriptions in terms of relativistic nucleons und

effective reliitivis[ic tklil theories of mesons and nucleons (QHD). Whether [his is
a more useful, economical or physical way of dealing with some of [he problems
:u~her than trying to come to grips directly wi[h ~he r?de of QCD in nuclei remains
m open question ~t [his time I‘1. In the last few years a central tia[tlegroum.1 for [he
tidvocaws of these rather different approaches has been [he EMC effect’ 4]. ‘l”his is
[he exWrimenu.d ohsenation

that the deep inelastic smucture functions do nor simply scale wilh A w one changes [he target. All sides have adequate explantirions
of ~he effect, which is not mo surprising since both descriptions are m some degree
vulid and the experiments,

after all, only measum gross features.

The rest of this talk will in fi~ct, concentrate on the theoretical dcscripti(m of
Ihe sctiling phenomena observed in classic deep ineltistic sc~ttering. As intima[ed
by the title, [he emphasis will be pedagogical, and, as such, will for the most part,
he :1 review of well-known

theoretical [echniques and results.

give the discussion in terms of two mther different contexts:

I shall, however,

(u) many-body non-

rcl:i[ivistic potential theory and (b) fully relativistic quantum field [heory. The Itiuer
encomptisses QCD whereas the former applies to nucleons bound in a nucleus by
inltr-nucleon

potentials. At [he end [ shall brktly discuss applications

to the EMC

effect and some questions of shadowing.

11 Non-Relativistic

Systems[ 5]

WC begin by considering spinlcss mmmlutivistic
of”2 scattering ucntcrs such us is the use

sciutering from a ttirgc[ composed

of a nucleus or of a macroscopic

liq-

uid. The t’ormalism thut I shall review applim in fact almost precisely m the ctise of
thcrmol neutron sciu:ering from liquids. In general, the prncess m be discussed is illustri~ted in Fig, 1: the scattered probe particle (an electron, say) is detec[cd without
regiird to the f:ltc of the titrgct tired slates, In [errns of the energy loss (v) imd momentum trimsfer (q) it is convenient m intrmk.we the structure function (:lpprt~priilte
to Coulomb .scuttcring).

w(u, q2)

((P (7/ff.ndi’;)
i —–––——
( (h/(h~ )~u(h

( (1(7/(111)I{,,fhis the chlssicnl Rutherford su;lltcringcruss

(1)

wcvion ttw structmlcss

ELECTRON)

TARGET
uNOETECTEO

FINAL

STATES

Figure 1: Gencml graph illusmating inclusive scauering from an arbitrary target.
particles. From [he Fermi golden rule W is given by

w(u, q*) = ~1 <

Llvo > 126(E~– J%+ ~)

Y’fl~Q,e’f

(2)

l-l

1

where Q, is the charge of the i’th constituent

whose pxition

is L I#wf) is the initiid

(final) stw of the t.argct. Using the Hciscnbcrg equations of motion together wi[h the
completeness

of the set of final states f (i.c, the conservation

express (2) as a ground state expectation

W’(v,q2) =

/

d
.-m ~xe’d

The price puid for eliminating
the time development

of probability) one can

value

< ‘++jl~Q,

Q)e’JL(’)e

““L(0)lwo
>

( 1)

IJ

the sum over firml states is [he need for knowledge Of

cf L( t). This, of course, is governed by [he Ilmniltonian
4

of

the system whose general structure is taken to be

(4)

H=-

where y is the muss of the constituents.

Although we will not need to do this in

whut follows, it is usually assumed [hat the Potential

v ciuI be

expressed as a sum

of 2-body potentials.
(5)

Indeed this usually leads to a hi
creation-destruction

operwrs

quantized mtiny-bady descnp[ion

in terms of

ah:

(6)

The density operator is given by

Its time development

is controlled by the Hamiltonian,

eq. (4) which, in this for-

malism, can be expressed as

( II)

I)( &) is just the Four!er transform of the 2-hmiy potential V(r ) delincd through eq.
(5). This field theoretic description oteqs. (2) und (3) i~llows one to think of 1.+’iis Ihc
ilniiginitry

pi~

iltllplitu(k

il!i

of the corresponding

(virtual) phot(m, forward C(mlpt(m S(:ilttcritlg

illustmtcd in h’ig. 2, “ile question we wish to iddrcss

Iwtmvi(wr (Jf W when q hw)mcs

is whi~t is the

very Iilrge?

Alth(mgh much formal and ~~hci]oll~cll(}l(~gi~iil work h;is hecIl ‘.mcd
lluuntiml

rcp~scntiitioi]

II h tn{)~

convenient

5

for ~m purp)ses

011

this 21d

to \tiiy with the

\V(v,

q2)=1m

H
Figure 2: The optical theorem relating W to tie imaginaq
Compton scarpering amplitude.
equivalent

1st quantiucl

coupled with the quauons

pm of the vital fomvard

form. eq. (3). From a judicious usc of operator identities
of moaon

(9)
[p, IS the momentum operator for the i’th constituent

one can derive the following

M&S I’Cpr’CSCntat.ion

( 10)
Here we have defined the z-direction M that of q and introduced the dimcnsionkss vmable
-- 2pu —q=
Y=
2 pq

(11)

This expression has a lot of nice properties, not least of which is [hat it delineates
[hrm separutc aspects of the physics:

( i) The degree of coherence in the target: this is represented by the term

The point is that the incoherent contribution commg from terms with i = j
contains no phase factor and so is not damped when q + CIO.On the other
hand the terms with i # j which represent the coherent conrnbution

do

contain a ~hwe factor and so fall rapidly wit!i increasing qz just like a form
f~ctor; [see Fig. 3].
( ii) Quasielastic

scattering:

if the constituents

were free and at rest then the

probe scatters elastically from them and so qz = 2 pu requiring y = O. Thus
deviations from y = O area measure of the bound state of the target. This can
be seen explicitly in (10) by setting F = O and perfomling

the integration

over t. The term ( PV – pi, ) in the exponent shows that y is a measure of the
internal momentum of the constituents

inside the target - as will be shown

explicitly below.
( iii) Dynamical corrections: these are completely represented by F,( t’) in the
exponent. To evaluate them is of course, very complicated

However in the

deep inelastic limit, [he expression simplifies considerably

as we shall now

demonstrate.
[ntroduce ~ s qt (and #’ s qt’) then the incoherent part of eq. (10) can be
re-expressed m

Apart frnm suppressing

rhe coherent contribution

which vanitihes ripidly with q2,

this expression is exact. Now, if we ttike q + cm at fixed y, it is clear that the term
in [he exponent containing

1? also eventually vanishes and we are left with

( 14)

7

Jq

k

k INCOHERENT
?

+Irnz

i*j

+ ......

+Imz

1’

i*j

COHERENT

%7

~---------ir

Figure 3: Generic expansion of F.

8

i.e. the incoherent quasielastic scattering. In an explicit momentum space representation this reads

or, if Ij(&i) 12is a single-pwticle

momentum distribution defined by

( 16)

where the integration

symbol means integrate over the momenta of ~

the con-

stituents ——
except the i’th, then (in the symmernc case), (15) reduces to

Thus for large q2 , Z( y, q2) = qW(u, q2) scales to a function of y which
measures the longitudinal

momentum

distribution

of constituents

inside the

target.
h is clear from this discussion

correlations

that the approach to y– scaling is governed by

as well as explicit dynamics.

The expression given in eq. (10) or (13)

P.llows for a systematic expansion ir powers of 1/q. [AcuJally, with some reasonable
approximations,

one can translate this into an expansion in power of el;q]. Thus the

scaling phenomenon
2

simply reflec IS the fact that the target can be well described by

sflattenng centers. In this sense, it is the correction and the approach to scaling

[hat contain the really interesting

physics.

On the other hand, in the high energy

case, where it was not known that haclrcms were definitely corrposed

of quarks,

the scaling phenomena (discussed below) was the clearest evidence for the ultimate
establishment

of ‘he quark model.

Typical scaling curves for electron scattering from nuclear targets (~ GeVrange )
and for neutron scattering fmm liquids ( (~ KeVrange)
~heoretical discussion

are shown In Fig. 4. The

above leads to many interesting results which are in agree-

ment with these uata some of which tie [he folluwing:

9

( i) The

dynamical corrections (from F,) dominate the correlations at large q

with the result that scaling should be approached from above.

( ii) “l%eleading comection requires ~3/~q2 Iv.o =

O; i.e. there is virtually

no correction near the maximum at y = O
( iii) For a symmernc system 7(0, q2) = (p/2 k) x 2 – 3.
( iv) Scaling results whether F is a confining force or not. Thus even for potentials V(r) - r’ for r + cm, the system behaves -f
the constituents
were free.

Approach
0.6

to Y-Scaling

L“’I’’’’l’’’’T’r’i
Q
+ + + 24A-’

L
xxx

12A-’

O0 7A-’

0.0
0
Y (A-l)

-2

2

Figure 4: (a) y-scaling curve for thermal neutron scattering from liquid helium for
various vaIues of q2( in A-2),
Lastly, I would like to discuss the rble of Sum ru Ies since these play a crucial rble
when wc turn to the relativistic analysis, Retu.ming CDdte representation (3) it is
clear that

f(q2)

s /rn

--

dvbV(V, q2)

=

~(WolQ,Q)e*(L-PJl~o)
1)=1
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for electron scattering

11

0

0.2

from iron nuclei with q2 in

=

fQ~
i=1

+f

Q;Qj(~.lei’(~-Q)l~o)
(18)

ij=1

where in the last line I have separated the terms into the coherent and incoherent
cotmibutions

(as in Fig. 3). Nctice that for identical particles with Qi = 1.

I(qh

+

2 when q2 + 00
{ 22 when q2 = O

( 19)

showing how the TWOextreme regimes pick out the incoherent from the coherent. In
general, the sum rule has integrated out the explicit dependence on dynamics so
that the approach to scaling for 1( q2) is completely governed by correlations
alone. h tetms of the scaling variable we can write

( 20)

[Notice that this is in agreement w’ith cqs. (14) - (17) sinc~ the state IWO)is nmrrtalizcd to unity].
It is straightfonwuxl to derive other sum rules; for example

(21)

where T s ~2 /2 p is the kinetic energy operator. Thus th;:. second momeni of ~
metisurcs the mean kinetic energy of the constituents.

Mwc gcnertilly onc can uerivc

url infinite scqucncc of sum tales which rclntc morncnts of ~- m matrix elements of
opcramrs:

/“dyy%(y
-m

m

, q:’)

N

Allhough this is not p~kulidy

(~c$:)(v,)l

~ ump2(”‘)
m-()

I

useful in non-relativistic

()

m

;

p,,)

( 22)

systems where (mc ~iltl

work directly with the origimd exprcssiwt such us cq, ( 10), ils ii[]i,,

,IICin rcl[:livis-

tic field theory turns out to he the key m progress. ‘l%i~is hcuuusc ftlc cxprcssilm in
12

(22) factorizes into a probe-dependent
targetdependcnt

target-independent

piece (i.e. ~ Q$ ) and a

matrix element which is probe-independent.

This effectively sep-

arates the ultr~violet pm of the problem from the infra-red bound state aspects. In
the relativistic case, to which we immediately turn, this will bring the behavior of
currents on the light col~e.

111 RELATIVISTIC

F~LD

THEORY (QCD)[6]

Let us first discuss some preliminaries.

The relativistically cova.riant generalization

of the structure function W of eq. (2) is given by:
~JP,~)

=

Ewl < ~ljBIP>

126(4)(P+ q –w)

where the bar implies an average over target spin and j~ is the electromagnetic

cur-

ren~ (for neurnno scattering this becomes the appropriate weak current). Unlike (2)
this incorporates transitions due to both longitudinal and transverse virtual photons.
W;,v can be decomposed

into scalar amplitudes Wi( qz, v).

W)w(p,q) = --wl(q2,L4gM”+ I’wqb)pppv+
where u s p,q/M,

( ~~)

....,,

J f being the mass of the target. In the Lab frame whett ~ =

(1, u = q“, r!]eenergy lost by the projectile. As before, a use of unittity

(i.e. com-

pleteness of the final set of stmes IN >) allows one to express W’MV
as a ground stme
cxpwtation

value, wudogous to eq. (3):

UVpv(p,

q) =

/

d’zei’z

< pll jA(z), jJO) 11P>

( 25)

With quurks us the fundamental degrees of freedom which carry charge, the clectromitgnetic current is jp = X, ?tQ,~.qi whe~ the SUMIUnS OVer ~11qll~rk-types.
~;()~ealso th~t Wuu = lTTI~~w, where TUPis the comesponding Compton umplilude
obtitined from (25) by replucing the commutntnr by n time ordcrcrl pruduct.
i.et us now exumine more explicitly why the light-cone plays a cruciul r.)le when
qi

* w. To do so introduce li~ht-mte
... .

v:u-iables

(M)

13

with the z-direction defined along q, [ i.e. qL = ~ ]. Thus q2 = q+q-, Z2 =
Now, in the large q2 limit

Z+z. — Z~ andq. z = l/2( q+z_ + q-z+).
q+%2v[l-q2/4J+
and q–%q2/2v[l

–3/4

.”.]
q2/u2+

where z

❑

= 2v[l–z2/q2+””l

-.. ]

=

-z[l

–3Zz/q2+

“.]

–q~/2u.

The limit q2 -+ m, with z fixed defines the Bjorken Iimlt“ I Is. in this limit qz %
2 v ~ co. By virtue of the propernes of Fourier tmnsfoms this chives Z_ o(2/q+)

* 0( 1/u) in the representation (26). Similarly the major contribution to
the z+ integration comes from the region z+ - 0(2/q_)
* 0(2/z).
Clearly, then,
the region that dominates the integritnd in eq. (25) in the Bjorken limit is given by

X2 R –zi

g O, i.e. whenever ZP is

space-like

or null.

on

the other h~d

caus~l~ty

requires that the commutittor in (25) vanishes outside of the (forward) light-cone,
i.e. the inregrand can on!y lx non-zero when ZMis time-like u null (z:
in the Bjorken limit, ~ of the contribution

> O).

Thus,

to the integml can only come from XA

null, i.e. from the light-cone itself Z2 x O. We therefore need to know the behaviour of products of currents near Z* w O. To get an idea of what this involves it is
useful to consider a toy model:
The toy model consists of treating the fundamental

fields 4(z)

(the quarks) os

scttlmx and defining a fictitious scalar cument j( z) = #*( z) which is a bilinear in
4(z)

– just as the real current j.( z) is bilinear in the quark fields q( z).

We then

mimipulute the f,elds as if they were free. In that case the standard Wick expansion
leads to
27 j(z)j(o)l

= T[&(z)+2(0)l
a

–2A:(z,

m2) + 4iA~(z,

1712
)(#(Z)#(

()) + f#2(Z)dJ2(()[27)

where
( 21’1)

is [he Feynman propagator, m being Ihe muss tissociwed with 4( z).

DiiigTtinliiti-

citlly, the Comptcm umplitude, of which W is the imaginary pm-t, is shown in fig.
5, ‘l-he first term contains no ,~penuor ml gives rise to a disconnected
AICS not contribute to the ph ysictil deep inchtstic scattering.
give con[ributmns

gruph which

The other two terms

which iirc precisely :Inalogous to [he result of the non-rcl:itivistic
14

+

+

Figure 5: Antilog expansion

15

analysis, and which break up into coherent and incoherent pieces as in fig. 3. In
fact, the analogy can be taken even further when we recall that when Zz x O

i

A~(z, m2) % —“

1

47r2z2-ic

( 29)

+o(T7a2z2)

so that the second term in (27) dominates the third when Z* R O. Thus the !eading
behaviour for “Wis given by

wqq2,14 % I??a
Suppose now that we

I

#Xeiq”xAF( z, mz)(pl~(z)~(())

( 30)

IF).

a momentum distribution function

it’ILdUCC

lj(k)12 a

/

&ze-ik’(pl@(

(31)

z)d(0)lp)

then eq. (30) can be rc-expres.sed as

(&+q)2
w(q2,
v) % ++lf(k)126[
L

-m2]f7(ko+

q(,).

( 32)

Now, in the Bjorken limit ( k + q)2 – m2 FM2 V( k. – z) which immediately
Iew.is m the scaling result

(.1.1)

This is cletirly the unalogue of the non-rckuivistic

many-body formulit derived

in eq. (17) and justifies identifying I!( k) 12tlf eq. (31 ) as a momrntum

dis;rilwtiort

(unctitm. It shows [hut VW scales to a function of z which in the I..ab fri~me Illcilstlrcs
the k

(“the hmgitudimd light-cone momentum”) distribution of constituents

mrgct. “I%esituittion in this my n~m!el is thcrchre

in [he

just like the mm reliitivistic ~iise,

“llm situation in the rciIl world is mom ~olilpli~ii[d;

fields

cimnot he [rciitd

iis if

they wcm free. I Iowever, the gcncrnliziltion from the free to inicmcting rnse is il~
tunlly quite strnightfmtvard.

‘Ilic

cru~’iill

ch;lriicturistic of the Cxpiinsio[l

(27) which

was based on treating @as a free field is that it is in the form of c_ number singulur
functions of X2 (such as AF) multiplied by (composite) operators [e.g. 4( z)4( ()) !.
Wilson suggested (and it wits later proven valid) that this structure is maintained
even in the fully-interacting

theory; so, for the scalar case, one would write:

T[j(z)j(0)]

=

( 34)

~Cm(x2)Om(z)
m

where the C~( Z2) are functions like AF( Z2) which are singular near the light cone
and the 0~( z) are the complete set of 11 possible composite operators occunng in
the theory. Notice that the 0~( z) are, like #(z) 4( O) of the IOYmodeL m Iocal
operators (i.e. they depend on at least two different space-time points, xumi () in
this case). Near the light-cone, however, the operatom 0~( z) can Ix expanded in
a Ttiyk)r series whose coeftic ients ~

Iwal opcmtors:

Inserting this in (34) we obtain the operittor product expansion:

I:rom the intuilion gained in the toy model, when the opertitors ~)~( z) were
interpreted its itrtitlogous m the wiive-function of the nmt-relativistic
ptinsion (.35) .scems a little stringe.

theory k

ex -

For it is us if one were expitndillg a spatial

w:tve-function around the origin (z -. ()) in a “Ily!or series expansion.

I Iowcvcr,

(or the “ jorkcn limit this is u ntiiuri.tl thing to do since knowledge of the most singul:lr bchitviour of the CM( xl ) is in principle sufficient m determine

the htrge q:

Iwhuvi(m o!’ ‘W,
From ordinury dimensional

one cm deduce !rom (M) ihut the most sinin the funclilmetltiil
gllhlr CM( z: ) occur for opcrutors ()~m Pm which um ~itniilysis

~iclds (i.e. quarks nnd gluons). ‘Ilcse arc the opcrntors of Iowcst NM (

its dimcn-

si~m - ils spin), }Iigher twist t~~rntors tire multilincm in the (It)iirk ml glum fields
;II1(Iqive rise [() ICW ~i[lgullu (!m( L-2) A [hcrcfore to c(mmni(ms to [hc Ic:ding
I:lrgc q~ -hchnviour.
Sut)stitufing this light cone tqwr:l:or product cxprmsi{m ( .!6) inu) the dc!inltitm
t)t’the virtunl

(’(~tnptot~

nmplitude - t)t which [hc physicul struumm functi[ms m the
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imaginary parts - leads to an infinite sequence of sum rules:

.M(qz,
n) = J’A

z ‘w3(z,(f)

%c(q2, n)(plonlp)

(n>

( 37)

2)

EIere, the C(qz, n) are related tO Fourier transforms of the C~( Zz ); they are independent of the tfirget but probe (and therefore qz ) dependent. The operators (}, are
basically the invtiant

scalar components ‘~fthe O&”~”; their marnx elements are,

of course, target dependent, though independent o~’the probe (imd therefore q?). [t
is clear that the opera!:)r product expansion has Wowed one to sepa.me the in fmred
femwes of the prob]em (represented by the matrix elements) from the ultra-violet
(represented by the C(qz, n) ).
By this ruse the detcrrnintition of qz -de~ndence

is disentangled from the knotty

problems of detiling with the structure of the target - which, of mu-se,
perturbutive infrmd

is iI non-

problem. Tlw leading qz behavicmr of the moments is thereby

tied m the behaviour of the C(qz, n) and rherefore the the twkt-2 quark and glum
bilinear operittors.

Now, QCD is tisyrnptotically

free, which means that its qz in-

urenses, the effective coupling decrctises I gz N I /ln ( q2 /p2 ) i allowing on ac curtite perturbative estimate for the C(q2, n). Technicid!y, this is accomplished
using the mnorrmdizution

group which effectively sums gmphs and Iewis to
c(q2, n) -[h!q2/p2

where the ~n iire rlatwl

by

to [he

(m)

]-~”

imomidous dimecsi.m of [he (~~ :md tire :dl ~iiltitiliiblc

This behuviour hits been briltiuntly confirmed by experiment iIs s own in fig, tI and
(Iwuwme qn+I > ~m > (’)) Icuds to iI piit[crri of scale breuking illusm,ued in Iig 7,
“Ile target dependent piece, (plf~nlp), remains in general undctcrmincd

since il

requires u solution of die bound sttite problem. “llrus the light-cone only dc[erminrs
k

q2 -evolutitm of [he su-ucture functions - [heir shqx

fmred propties.
sense, determined.

Remwkably,

id

nomlaliziuion

:ire in-

however, the norrnaliztition cm in fau he, in SOIIIC

The mason for [his is thtu the lowest moment (n = 2) corre.

sporrds in cq, (40) to the 2-tensor (Y’ ~~ which must contain dle energy-tlloll]ctli[ltll
tensor,

‘I%is is not only u conscwcd

quunlily (s0 Ilwl

ifs illK)~llill(lUS

dinwnsi{m

1: = f)) hi, fur[hcrrmwe, its m:lttix clcmcrmp at rest :LK known. hcing MIVCIIby
Ihe muss of the [iirgct. ‘I”hus fhc cxmlplctc ri}!l~t-lll~lld-silleis known. onc finds
I

Af(f/:, J)

/

Fmv/)(fx
1)

In

u,

!

(a)

,

01
01

,_L-l
10

I

’00

Oa(uawc)z
Figure 6: Suwtum function momenls vs. q 2 showing a~emen[
fmm IIW light-cone expansion and asyn,ptotic freedom
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wiih prdic[ions

.

q2

x
1
Figure 7: Pattern of scale-violations in QCD
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(39)

where j means flavour. This sum rule can k thought of as measuring the fraction
of momentum carried by the quarks. For SU( 3) this reduces to
I

/

o

F2(92, z)rizzs

5N

( 40)

6(3N+8)

where N is the number of quark generations.

Thus, fot N = 4, this gives 5/42

whereas for N = 3, 5/34. The data are shown in fig. 8. These indicate that A-4(q2, 2)
is approaching a ccnstant which appears to be consistent with 3 generations.

Note,

incidenttdl y, that the operator 0~’ ~~ contains another operator be yoml the energy momentum

tensor and that this is not conseiwed and so has a non-vanishing

value

for its 72. This means that there are corrections to the sum rule, eq. ( 40), which
are of the form U(in q2) ~.

Remarkably, a can be shown to be positive so that

the approach to scaling must be from above which is in agreement with the data.
Further corrections are given by the higher twist operatom containing more than just
two quark and gluon fields. These are down by 0( 1/q2 ) and so are presumably not
of importance for high values of qz.

Awhids - Application to he ~Mc Effect
A remarkable propcny of the sum rule, q.(40)

beyond the fact that its right-

hand-side is independent of q2 (i.e. of the probe) is that it is also independent of the
target! Thus, if one introduces the difference

A(q2, z)s–

FA(q2,Z)
~

– FM(q*, z)

(41)

IA denoting a nucleus and N the nucleon], then

( 42)

In fact ~ moments of A vunish asymptoticu]ly

so ultimately A itself must van-

ish, with increasing q2, albeit vc~ slowly. Thus at very large q2, the EMC effect
must eventuitliy

disappear.

Notice tilso, incidentally,

that 1AM( q2, 2) I must de-

crease nmm)tically with q2 which is, in fwt, violuted when the original EMC data is
21
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Figure 8: M( ql, 2) vs. qz showing asymptote to a constantfrom abow.
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compared to the later SLAC data! ‘7]Since ihat :ime[’] the EMC points near z * 0
which were the largest deviations of A from zero z = O have been amended so that
the data is now consistent with this requirement on 1A114(qz, 2) 1.
Collations,
Higher Twist and Shadowing
We have seen that the operator product expansion on the light cone leads to sum
rules with the structure:

A.4(q* ,2)

=

I

o

I

F~(q2, z)dz

<Q2>
%

(1+16

c

1

()

+0

/3 N~)+(lnqz)~

~

The first two terms represent the lowest twist conrnbution

‘“””””’

(43)

arising from quark and

gluon bilinears. These can be represented by graphs of the kind shown generically
in fig. 5. These incorporate the naive parton model, modulated with leading logarithmic gluon radiati~:s corrections which give rise to the swond term in eq. (43).
The leading corrections to these asymptotic estimates come from higher twist terms;
the four-quark operator, as illustrate! in fig. 5, gives rise to 0( 1/q*) corrections.
Notice that these leading graphs are identicai in structure to rhose that arose in the
1/q* expansion for the structure function in non-relativistic

many-body theory.

Let us take this connection with the many-body result seriously - after all, the
basic physics is clearly the same. In that case, as one cwnes down to modest values
of q2 (below a few GcV2 ) collations

in the system &gin to dominate.

Let us

therefore write
&f(q2 ,2) =
where ~~D ( q2, 2) just ;nckies

kfRAD(q2,2)[l

(a)

‘f(q2)]

the “soft-gluon” radiative corrections that we typ-

ically calculated from as.lmptotic frerdom, i.e. the first two terms in eq. (43). This
is, of course, a slowly ralging

full ion of q2. Writing eq.(44) in this form simply

factors out the QCD radiative corrections

in much the same way one removes rw

diativc corrections in QED. What remains, i.e. ~( q2 ), contains “dynamics”.
suppose we mimic the non-mlarivistic

sum rule, eq. ( i8), ‘md identify ~ with cor-

relations in the target (i.e. loosely with (eiqt~l-~))),
length” (a few GeV), it becomes very rapidly varying,
rapidly vanishes.

A

Now,

crude approximation

then below the “cw-relation
Of course for large q~, it

for ~ is simply the square of the elastic

form factor of the target, G~l( q2 ):
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Figure 9: Approach to scaling for the sum rule
This can be “justified’” by noting that diagrammatically (fig. 5) f is the overlap

of two triangles, each one approximately the elastic form factor. Thus, a crude
approximation would have
M(q2,2) * MRAD(q2,2)[l –G:lhz)l

( 46)

For the nucleon Cal(q2 ) is a remarkably smooth function, well approximated
by a dipole form:
( 47)

~gime govcrn~ by
the light cone shoul& for the n~cleon, be smooth - as inckd it is, as can readily k
seen in fig. 9. Lndccd this approach is remarkably well fit by cq. (46) On the other
hand for systems such as nuclei and liquids which have spatial “edges” G.l( qz ) is
oscillatory, reflecting diffraction. h that case the approach to asymptopia should be
oscillatory. For liquids this is indeed the case. Relevant data on nuclei are not yet
available.
WCcan take this argument one step further, if wc arc willing to be bold: we can
suppose that ~( q2) dominates the approach to waling not just for the sum rule but
for the structuc function itself [his suggests writing:
whcm MO -

0.7 GcV.

Thus the approach to W ~ympt~c

F’2(q2, z) *F’pD(q2,

24

z)[l

–f(q2)l

(48)

.

where again FfAD ( q2, z) t-ontains only the “soft-gluon radiative corrections”. In
that case, it follows that
F2(q2, z)
F2

(z)

=
1

–

G:i(qv

( 49)

should (up to Iogtithms)

scale down to very small values of qz (i.e. well below
a few GeV2 and possibly even down to q2 = 0 !!), A fi[ wi[h this fomula was
performed many years ago on early data and is reproduced in fig. 10. h dms incleed
show a remarkably good agreement.
Suppose we go even ft.uther and uy to continue this formula down to q2 = O
(wiih v fixed). On the left- hand-side. z + O when q2 -t O. On the right-hand-side
we have

F*(z, q2)+

qza,(u)
~+u

( 50)

where ar( u) is the total photo-absorption cross-section. If we therefore set q2 = ()

and v = cm in eq. (49) wc obmin

(51)
which is in remarkdbly good agieement with experiment!
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lo: F’l ( z, q2 ) vs. q2 for fixed Z( ~ I /w’)
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